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PRIVATE EQUITY

Arctos buys minority stake in Golden State Warriors.

1

Private Equity firm Apollo is leading a consortium of US, Chinese and Saudi Arabian investors, looking to
acquire a stake in oil giant Aramco.

The Golden State Warriors are a professional American basketball team based in San Fransisco. According to

Sportico.com, the Warriors are the second most valuable NBA team.

Arctos Partners is a private equity firm based in Dallas and New York that acquires passive minority stakes in

professional sports franchises. Additionally, the firm provides customized liquidity and passive growth capital

solutions to sports franchise control owners and governors.

Deal Structure: Arctos Partners is acquiring 5% equity of the Warriors which values the NBA team at roughly

$5.5 billion. Further details about the deal have not been publicized yet.

Significance: For the first time in January, the NBA announced that private equity firms would be allowed to

purchase equity in NBA teams. This event marks the first private equity firm to acquire a stake in an NBA team

since the announcement. With the COVID-19 pandemic slashing NBA revenues by 10% during the 2019-2020

season, opening the door to private equity firms creates much more liquidity for minority owners. Under the

recent declaration, there are strict rules regarding ownership structure. For example, private equity firms

cannot own more than 20% of a single team, they can invest in a maximum of five teams, and up to 30% of a

team’s equity can be owned by private equity shops. It will be interesting to see how many private equity firms

hop on the opportunity, and if it will result in the appreciation of appraisal values of NBA teams.

By: Elias Kun & Jordan Sarnie

Apollo Global Management is one of the largest alternative investment managers, with an AUM of $414bn,

headquartered in New York. 

Saudi Aramco is a state-owned Saudi Arabian oil company, based in Dhahran. The company went public in

2019 in a deal that was, at that time, the largest IPO ever. Currently, the company has a market capitalization of

roughly $1.87 trillion. 

Deal Structure: The consortium consisting of Apollo, EIG Global Energy Partners, Silk Road Fund, China

Reform Fund and Saudi pension funds will pay between $10bn and $15bn for a stake of up to 49% in Aramco’s

pipelines. Aramco would retain operational ownership of the pipelines and would set up a joint venture with the

consortium. That joint venture would receive profits from Aramco in a profit-sharing agreement, the terms of

which were not yet disclosed.

Significance: Saudi Arabia has been trying to monetize the country's prodigious oil assets since Mohammed

Bin Salman, who also promoted the IPO of Aramco, became crown prince of the gulf nation. Generally, the

country became more open to foreign in investors in recent years, a strategic reversal from the nationalization

of its oil fields and infrastructure in the late 20th century. The deal is meant to help Saudi Arabia raise money

from its state-owned business to fund investments in technology, tourism and other industries and thus

decrease the country's reliance on oil trade. Furthermore, the company is seeking cash to counter the

pandemic inspired downturn that has put a significant dent into the already declining oil industry. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/CG:US
https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/CG:US
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VENTURE CAPITAL

Brazilian fintech company Cora secures $26.7mn through Series A funding round led by Ribbit Capital.

2

On Tuesday, April 6th, application experience infrastructure startup Prosimo announced $25mn in Seed
and Series A funding led by General Catalyst and WRVI Capital. 

Prosimo is a venture-backed enterprise infrastructure company based out of Santa Clara, CA. The company is

focused on developing an infrastructure stack intended to help enterprise customers securely improve app

experience and deliver multi-cloud apps.  

General Catalyst is a Cambridge, MA-based venture capital firm that provides early-stage and growth equity

investments. The firm has raised a total of over $8bn across 14 funds, with over 260 portfolio companies. WRVI

Capital is a leading Silicon Valley-based technology venture firm that focuses on investing in companies with

disruptive technologies. 

Deal Structure: The funding round was led by General Catalyst and WRVI, with additional participation from

Nepenthe Capital. This is Prosimo’s first round of funding, bringing its total capital raised to $25mn. 

Significance: Prosimo’s first round of funding serves as its emergence from a stealth startup, to a modernized

application delivery company. The company plans to leverage its VC backing to transform enterprise

infrastructure through the Prosimo AXI platform, which is the first platform built to make application

infrastructure transparent and secure. Prosimo’s leadership has a strong history of success, their CEO and CTO

both served as founding members of Viptela, and were subsequently responsible for the fast growing SD-WAN

business at Cisco. As more applications are becoming diverse and increasingly cloud native, Prosimo’s

platform will allow for the enterprise workforce and customers alike to access applications from home or

remote offices. To aid in the future success of Prosimo, General Catalyst managing director Steve Herrod and

WRVI managing partner Lip-Bu Tan have joined Prosimo's board of directors.

By: Phoebe Socha & Nicholas Maggi

Cora is a fintech company that provides digital accounts for small and medium businesses. They were founded

in 2019 and are headquartered in São Paulo, Brazil.

Ribbit Capital is a venture capital firm that invests in early-stage companies. The firm invests globally in

individuals and brands who are aiming to disrupt financial services. The investment firm was founded in 2012

and is headquartered in Palo Alto, California.

Transaction: Cora has raised $26.7MN in a Series A round led by firm Ribbit Capital. Kaszek Ventures, QED

Investors and Greenoaks Capital also participated in the financing, which brings the startup’s total raised to

$36.7MN since its start in 2019. 

Significance: Last year, Cora got their license approved from the Central Bank of Brazil, making it a 403 bank.

The fintech company then launched its product in October 2020 and has rapidly grown to have about 60,000

customers and 110 employees. While Ribbit Capital led their Series A financing, this comes on the heels of

Kaszek Ventures leading their $10MN seed round in December of 2019 which at the time was believed to be one

of the largest seed investments in Latin America. These investments constitute a substantial bet not only on Cora

but also on the future of Brazilian small businesses. It is also important to note the optimistic future of the global

fintech market. It turns out that the global fintech market is growing at a fantastic annual rate. At a compound

annual growth rate of over 20% and a total business valuation of $233.8MN in 2019, the future of fintech is full of

value and innovation. Ribbit Capital partner Nikolay Kostov shared that he believes Cora has embarked on “an

ambitious mission to change how small businesses in Brazil are able to access and experience banking.”

https://my.pitchbook.com/?p=46028-62P
https://my.pitchbook.com/?p=14166-55P
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GROWTH EQUITY 3

Phenom, an online talent experience platform, raised $100mn in a Series D funding, led by B Capital
Group. 

Insight Partners commits Growth Investment in Incredibuild.

Phenom is a software company that uses AI to allow recruiters to find and hire candidates at a quicker pace, by

speeding up verifications, and continuously updating matches between candidates and jobs as more data is

collected. Through their TXM platform, recruiters are able to access a variety of tools, including a ChatBot,

University Recruiting, Talent Analytics, and AI. 

B Capital Group is a venture capital firm that specializes in information technology. Most recently, the firm

invested in FalconX, a digital trading platform.

Deal Structure: Phenom, now valued $1.3bn after the deal, raised $100mn in the Series D funding, led by

investor B Capital Group, with additional funding from Dragoneer, OMERS Growth Equity and GoldenArc

Capital. 

Significance: As the workforce shifted online during the pandemic, recruiters faced greater pressure to hire

promising talent. In addition, it is estimated that by 2030, over 100 million people will switch careers,

approximately 25% more than the pre-pandemic rate. As many look to make the change within their career,

Phenom will serve to aid in that process, bridging the gap between recruiters and candidates. During times of

such instability within the job market, it is of utmost importance that the resources available to aid in job

searches provide the best access to opportunities. Phenom plans to continue to do this, by basing their entire

platform off of intelligence. 

Incredibuild is a grid computing software developer based in Tel Aviv, Israel. Incredibuild’s software allows

computers to accelerate the completion of tasks by distributing and spreading the task over a network of

processors. The platform has reduced computing costs by 30% amongst its clients.

Insight Partners is a NY-based PE and VC firm specializing in growth stage tech, software, and Internet

companies. With over $30 billion in AUM, the firm has established itself as a leader in the PEVC space,

particularly within tech.

Deal Structure: Incredibuild secured $140 million in funding from Insight Partners.

Significance: Incredibuild has seen its revenues jump by 55% in the last year alone. With over 200,000 users,

the company counts Microsoft and Epic Games amongst its clients. Going forward, the company seeks to

evolve its platform for software development teams in exciting new verticals like virtual reality and gaming.

Incredibuild will use the funding to drive growth by expanding US operations.

By: Lawrence Wu & Anya Sood

https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/0611743D:US
https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/1861048D:CN
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M&A ACTIVITY

National Grid (NYSE: NGG) acquires electricity distributor Western Power Distribution for $10.9B, a deal
illustrative of a transitioning energy industry.

4

Topps, an iconic sports card provider, announced it was going public via a merger with SPAC Mudrick
Capital Acquisition Corp II (NYSE: MUDS).

National Grid is an electricity and gas transmission system energy company based in London. The National

Grid provides utility services to customers primarily located in the UK and the US. Recent objectives include

pursuing the transition towards decarbonized, decentralized, and smart energy systems.

Western Power Distribution is England’s largest electricity distribution company and is based in Bristol. WPD

primarily distributes electricity through its 220,000km network of overhead lines and cables across the regions

of Midlands, South West, and Wales, serving over 7.8 million customers. 

Deal Structure: National Grid (NYSE: NGG) acquired Western Power Distribution in a $10.9B cash deal.

Significance: As energy trends continue to point towards rising demands for green, the energy industry is

experiencing a mass transformation. Through a combination of politics, consumer preference, shifting

markets, companies have begun shifting from coal, natural gas, and fossil fuels towards solar, hydroelectric

power, and windmills energy alternatives. This recent deal by National Grid reflects the direction of this trend

as one of the world’s largest energy distributor companies acquiring electricity distributor Western Power

Distribution. This acquisition demonstrates the National Grid’s inclination in pursuing its mission of providing

cleaner energy to consumers by repositioning its portfolio to possess a greener energy outlook.

Topps is an 83-year-old sports collectible firm based out of New York City. The company sells a variety of items,

with its most prominent products being Topps baseball cards and Bazooka Candy.

Mudrick Capital Acquisition Corp is a SPAC run by Jason Mudrick, founder of Mudrick Capital

Management. It took the blank-check company just under nine months to find a firm to take public.

Deal Structure: The merger values Topps at $1.3bn and will provide Topps with $571mn in gross proceeds.

Since the announcement, MUDS shares have jumped nearly ten percent to $10.87.

Significance: 14 years after being taken private by former Disney CEO Michael Eisner, Topps is once again on

track to become a publicly traded company. The recent craze around NFT’s partnered with Topps’ all-time high

revenue numbers have investors enthusiastic about its growth potential. While Topps is still relatively new to

the NFT market, its positioning and brand recognition in the sports industry indicate that it has a very realistic

chance to gain a sizable share of the NFT market. While primarily known for sports cards, Topps has

seamlessly managed to transition into the digital age with its successful B2B digital service arm, and sports-

related apps. Topps has also managed to diversify its brand through its ownership of Bazooka gum, and Ring

Pop. After the deal was made public, CEO Michael Eisner released a public statement announcing that he was

“not selling a single share”.

By: Henry Wong & Aaron Gunther
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FUNDRAISING & LP ACTIVITY

On April 6, KKR announced that it has closed its most recent Asia-focused fund, with a total commitment
of $15bn.

5

Brooklyn’s UnitedMasters, a music distribution and brand management application for artists, raised
$50mn in Series B funding.

KKR is an American global investment firm with investments across numerous investment classes and

sectors. With AUM of $252bn, KKR has become a leader in the private equity space.

Asian Fund IV is the most recent fund to be launched in the Asia-Pacific region, where KKR has already

invested close to $7bn across many different strategies. Closely aligning with the $3.9bn Asia Pacific

Infrastructure Investors Fund and the $1.7 bn Asia Real Estate Partners Fund, this new injection will continue

to develop Asia’s long-term infrastructure.

Deal Structure: Composed of a variety of investors, both new and existing, this fund is the firm’s largest

within the Asia-Pacific region, culminating the growing interest that KKR has shown towards the area since

the start of the pandemic.

Significance: This deal marks a very important investment milestone for KKR, in a market that has shown

promising growth and increasing consumption demands. The long-term outlook on Asian markets has been

shown to be very consistent with a rapidly growing middle-class, increased urbanization, and quickly

developing technologies across a variety of industries. Leaders within this region are beginning to expand

their horizons beyond just their regional dominance, but also to become global leaders in their respective

sectors. It will be interesting to see how these investments perform as the world begins to reopen.

UnitedMasters serves as a distributive alternative to record labels;  a negotiated fee between the artists and

the firm is agreed upon to distribute music across the internet streaming platforms. The music services split

royalties while the artist retains the rights to the master recordings.

Big tech such as Alphabet and Apple have recognized the inevitable transition of streaming as the main form of

music distribution. UnitedMasters’ and their investment partners aim to overcome the commonly accepted

stigma behind siding with streaming services and promotion platforms.

Deal Structure: Apple lead the $50mn in Series B funding, returning collaborators include Alphabet and

Andreessen.

Significance: The mid to late 2010s was the start of a new era of music. Streaming became the primary way to

consume music opposed to traditional purchasing of vinyls, CDs and digital copies. Apple’s lead in Series B

funding is an ambivalent surprise. The U.S’s largest tech company’s lack of presence in the venture capital

space comes to an end, as the firm's last venture was Didi Chuxing in 2017. The UnitedMasters play is ideal as

the benefits of backing a service that allows artists to directly release music is supportive of their business plan.

Apple’s “Apple Music” and Spotify are two of many other streaming platforms to benefit from the funding and

prospective growth of a service of this scale. 

By: Griffin Byer & Terrel Cox
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LIQUIDITY EVENTS

Kintetsu sells hotels to Blackstone.

6

Deliveroo Holdings Plc [LSE: ROO.L], an online food delivery platform that operates in the UK,
completed its IPO on the London Stock Exchange. Despite technology stocks broadly outperforming
the market in 2020, Deliveroo’s stock plunged 26% on its opening day in a disastrous blow to London’s
technology sector.

Deliveroo Holdings plc owns and operates an online food delivery platform similar to UberEATS and Grub

Hub in the United States. The company serves ~6mn customers, more than 115,000 restaurants and grocery

stores, and 100,000 riders over 12 markets. The company has notable backers: Amazon owns a ~16% stake in

the company. 

High Expectations: The London Stock Exchange has been losing out to its peers in NYC and Hong Kong in the

IPO realm with a limited number of companies going public. Deliveroo was seen as a reversal of that trend.

Deal Structure: Deliveroo went public at a target valuation between £7.6bn and £7.8bn. The company plans to

have a dual class structure stock which will provide the founder of the company: William Shu with 57% of

equity voting rights. 

Significance: Deliveroo Holdings managed to make history when its IPO occurred, just not the one it was

aiming for. Deliveroo’s stock plunged at the open due to multiple concerns being raised about the company’s

prospects. Numerous institutional fund managers balked at the dual class structure which is rare in London

companies. In addition, many investors cited the unfavorable ruling in London that forces Uber to recognize its

drivers as workers rather than contractors. This court ruling will likely lead to further costs for platforms that

rely on gig economy workers which is quite troubling given that Deliveroo is losing millions of dollars already.

Furthermore, many investors are citing uncertain demand for food-delivery services going forward as the

easing of restrictions may result in consumers heading back to the restaurants in full force. The stark

comparison to DoorDash stock’s 85% surge during its IPO suggests that global investors are less receptive to

unprofitable tech companies that promise growth, compared to their American counterparts. 

By: Shiv Amin & Irfan Ajmeri

Blackstone is an alternative investment manager founded in 1989. Blackstone is based out of New York City.

Blackstone is one of the biggest leverage buyout investors. Ad of the year ended 2020, Blackstone has

approximately $619 billion AUM.

Kintetsu Group Holdings is a Japanese holding company that consists of over 141 corporations. The company’s

primary business involves Japanese railways such as Kintetsu Railway. Other subsidiaries include Kintetsu

World Express and Kintetsu Department Stores. Kintetsu subsidiaries operate in the following sectors: tourism,

real estate, and shipping companies.

Deal Structure:  Kintetsu Group Holdings will sell 8 Japanese based properties for an undisclosed amount to

Blackstone Group. As part of the deal, Kintetsu will continue to operate the hotels that have a book value of

approximately $385 million.

Significance: The conclusion of the deal marks Blackstones third corporate carveout focused in the Japanese

market. Kintetsu noted that Blackstone was valued because they have a previous history of successful real

estate deals. Notably last year Blackstone invested approximately $7.3 billion in Japan. Private equity activity has

picked up in Japanese markets and it will be interesting to see how this trend further develops.



IN THE NEWS

On Wednesday, April 7, Vizgen secured $37mn in its Series B funding round co-led by Novalis
LifeSciences and Northpond Ventures.
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7
By: Justin Radist & Adam Inzelstein

HYCU is the fastest-growing leader in the multi-cloud backup and recovery as a service industry. By bringing true

SaaS-based data backup to both on-premises and cloud-native environments, the company provides unparalleled

data protection, migration, and disaster recovery to more than 2,000 companies worldwide. 

Bain Capital Ventures partners with disruptive founders to accelerate their ideas to market. The firm invests

from seed to growth in startups driving transformation across industries, from SaaS, infrastructure software and

security to fintech and healthcare to commerce and consumer tech, and currently holds $6.1bn under

management.

Deal Structure: Bain Capital Ventures, with help from Acrew Capital, led this $87.5 million Series A funding round

which closed during the final week of March.

Significance: This new funding reinforces HYCU’s leading market position and continued momentum, and will

enable the company to hire more than 100 new employees in the Boston area to achieve rapid scale. HYCU is now

poised to consolidate on wide market penetration, as the first as a service, cloud-native backup and recovery

solution provider for both on-premises and public cloud IT environments. The data and backup recovery market

is anticipated to be worth well over $11 billion by 2022. However, legacy data protection solutions are predicated on

outdated and appliance-based storage, which is an antiquated and complex approach. HYCU’s purpose-built, SaaS-

based solution offers a simpler more cost-effective alternative to legacy data protection solutions.

HYCU accelerates growth and innovation with an $87.5mn Series A round led by Bain Capital Ventures.

Vizgen, functioning out of Harvard’s lab, aims to develop the next generation of genomic sequencing and

identification tools. Vizgen is currently working on its trademarked MERSCOPE technology, a genomic platform

with applications ranging from biotech labs to specialty medicine.

Novalis is an investment, consulting, and advisory firm specializing in the life sciences. Northpond is a VC firm

focusing on science, medical, and tech startups worldwide.

Deal Structure: Vizgen will receive $37mn in Series B financing, primarily coming from Novalis and Northpond.

Other investors are three more VC firms, a U.S. endowment fund, and a few Harvard faculty, including the

founder.

Significance: Vizgen recently announced it had finalized plans to fully commercialize its MERSCOPE platform

this summer. The company needs this funding to grow, increase its manufacturing capacity, and support this

commercialization. To bring the platform to market and sustain its production, Vizgen intends to use this capital

to triple its size over the next year from 25 to 75 employees. It needs to hire personnel skilled in areas other than

R&D such as tech support, manufacturing, and sales. Additionally, one of Vizgen’s short-term goals is to exit

Harvard’s lab and enter other academic institutions, research labs, and pharmaceutical and biotech firms. It can

use some of this cash to market itself and make this happen.


